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When you are choosing to move home, there are many things involved in it. It involves, searching
for a new house, making an offer, eager to negotiate and then agreeing to buy. In this case, to help
the whole process work smoothly, you need to contact a solicitor and then undergo the whole
process of conveyancing. Now, you might want to know the responsibilities of a conveyancing
solicitor.

The job of the conveyancing solicitor starts by checking that the property is in right order. Then, it is
for you to check that the property can be sold to you. Therefore, it is not just for you to check that
the seller actually own the land that is being sold to you but that he abides by all the legal matters,
which are important for the transaction to happen.

Then, the job of the solicitor is to check that everything is all right with the property. For instance,
when a garage or loft is being sold then all the legal rules and building regulations were being
maintained. In case, when door or windows were installed then they were being carried with all
kinds of necessary regulations.

Besides, the lawyer must get into detailed interrogation of the property, which include important
questions like whether the property was clear off any kind of legal disputes or whether the seller has
abide by all kinds of rules and regulations. Therefore, answers to queries will help to seek the right
information on the property to understand whether to bring about a transaction between the seller
and the buyer.

Once everything has been finalised, the solicitor with the other person in the chain will fix the
moving dates and the exchange of legal contracts. Besides, if you are the client or the buyer of the
property then you will be provided with information from the solicitor regarding stamp duty, deposit
fees, tax of the property and much more. However, solving criminal cases is best done with criminal
law lawyer . Remember, that a civil lawyer will not be the right judge to your case.
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For more information on a conveyancing, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a criminal law lawyer !
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